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737 ng cfm immersion soundpack v2 is developed in a unique way that should provide the most realistic and immersive sound experience. all sounds are carefully processed and mixed to mimic the exact frequencies of the cfm56-7b engine as heard on the real
737ng flightdeck. also, we received an extensive feedback from real 737ng airline pilots regarding important sound details. every build of the soundpack is reviewed by the pilots and approved in the final stages of the development. the 737 immersion p3dv4 is the
first release in a series of package updates. we have worked so hard to make this the most realistic 737 immersion package to date. there is so much new content in this package that you'll not be disappointed in the least. notable features include: tailplane vectors
added landing and taxi lights added immersion livery added fmc real-time immersion night lighting real-time immersion pulse lighting real-time immersion running lights real-time immersion landing lights real-time immersion landing lights w/ pulsed lamps real-time

immersion landing lights w/ pulsed lamps w/ overbright fmc real-time immersion landing lights w/ pulsed lamps w/ pulsed fmc real-time immersion landing lights w/ pulsed lamps w/ pulsed fmc real-time immersion ground lighting we will be adding more package
updates to 737 immersion in the future. if you have any feedback or comments, please feel free to post them below. thank you for your support and don't hesitate to contact us with any questions.
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FEATURES 3 separate layers for immersion, engine thrust condensation and engine thrust by default. Pixel Shader based for high quality results. 3.5 KB fresh in-game. 3.1 KB game memory on cold start. We understand engine thrust is difficult to add into FSX. That is why we
added only one condensation effect in the Immersion Packages. The absolute perfect balance between frame rates and memory footprint. Here are some of the improvements and bug fixes in 737 Immersion V2 For a better user experience, there are no (real) ads in the

installation New sound files for the CFM56-7B engine CFM56-7B sounds updated in relation to 737NG CFM Immersion V2 Eject sequence was incorrectly described in P3Dv4.0 Riding on the top of the wing and heavy objects like thunderstorm clouds are now much more realistic
Scenery and ground effects added to the rain, snow and dusk and dawn effects New bells and crashes were added for nighttime weather and flight operations To make 737 Immersion V2 up to date, we listened to feedback from the community and updated this product with
the most recent fixes. We've even added new sounds from the CFM56-7B engine. In order to maintain a high level of realism, we have taken special precautions to prevent the simulator from crashing. In order to make 737 Immersion V2 up to date, we listened to feedback

from the community and updated this product with the most recent fixes. We've even added new sounds from the CFM56-7B engine. In order to maintain a high level of realism, we have taken special precautions to prevent the simulator from crashing. 5ec8ef588b
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